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Innovations towards sustainable
olive crop management: a new
dawn by precision agriculture
including endo-therapy
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and Dirk Balmer1*

1Invaio Sciences, Research & Development Europe, Basel, Switzerland, 2Invaio Sciences, Carovigno,
BR, Italy
Olive trees (Olea europaea L.) are deeply interwoven with the past, present

and future of Mediterranean civilizations, both as essential economical as

well as cultural valuables. Olive horticulture constitutes one of the primary

agroecosystems in the Mediterranean regions of today. Being inhabitant of

ecological niches, Olea europaea is prone to a peculiar vulnerability towards

climatic and socioeconomical transformations that are briskly reshaping regional

and global agroecosystems. Because of climatic changes and the biosafety risks

of global agricultural trades, olive plants are highly susceptible to newly emerging

diseases and pests, and the traditional olive horticultural crop protection

practices are under scrutiny towards reducing their ecological impact. Hence

there is an eminent demand for a more nature-positive olive tree crop

management. Recent innovations in precision agriculture are raising the

prospect for innovative crop protection methods that may provide olive

farmers the required agility to respond to present and future agricultural

challenges. For instance, endo-therapy, which is the systemic delivery of active

ingredients via trunk injection, is a technology that holds promise of a true step-

change in sustainable olive crop management. Endo-therapy allows reaching

vascular diseases inaccessible to foliar treatments and delivers active ingredients

in a precise manner with no risks of off-target drifts. Similarly, progresses in

biological precision delivery using controlled release of active ingredients based

on innovative formulation technologies are showing an exciting potential for

more targeted and sustainable crop protection solutions. This review

summarizes the latest innovations on both physical and biological precision

deliveries in the realm of olive arboriculture in the Mediterranean regions and

gives an outlook how these technologies may help orchestrating innovative olive

culture practices soon.
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Introduction

The olive tree (Olea europaea) is an iconic plant in the

Mediterranean regions at present, as well as a symbol that

embodies the rich history of splendid human cultures developing

in these regions in the past. Recent archeological evidence manifests

the use of olive wood and fruits by early Homo sapiens on the

Atlantic coast of Morocco as early as 100’000 years ago (Marquer

et al., 2022). Similarly, sophisticated olive horticultural systems

helped thriving ancient cultures in the Central Jordan Valley as

early as 7000 years ago (Langgut and Garfinkel, 2022). These

palaeoecological findings, as well as the apparent heritage and

status of olive tree products in the prevailing Mediterranean diets

(Trichopoulou, 2022), clearly corroborate the impetus of this tree

on the socioeconomic progress of humankind in this region.

Historic olive tree cultivation was key in fuelling long-distance

trading and elaborate social contacts, ultimately promoting the

wealth of the Mediterranean populations.

Current botanical research trends underline the far-reaching

value of olive trees, with a tangible increase in scientific efforts

dedicated at olive biology and ecology. For instance, the knowledge

of olive genomes is currently rapidly growing, including high-

quality genome assemblies of Olea europaea subspecies from East

Asia (Wang et al., 2022), which start to provide scientists a first

fundament of expertise towards genetic resistance and tolerance to

abiotic and biotic stresses. At the same time, the biochemical

understanding of olive plants is steadily advancing, with state-of-

the-art metabolomics approaches that help characterizing

olive leave extracts with unprecedented precision down to

the fingerprinting of seasonal or variety-specific metabolite

fluctuations (Difonzo et al., 2022). Given the known antimicrobial

and health benefits of olive metabolites, it does not come as a

surprise that a notable focus on current pharmacological research is

centred around olive plants, such as the attempt to utilize olive oil-

based formulations to combat drug-resistant microbes (Di Pietro

et al., 2022). This culminates in the effort to build a public database

of chemical compounds originating from olives, which are

summarized in the OliveNet™ library (2023). This compound

database was recently harnessed for an in-silico validation and

docking studies of potential interactors with the human Ether-à-

go-go-Related Gene (hERG) potassium ion channel (Pitsillou

et al., 2022).

While the scientific advances in the olive research field are

encouraging, olive agriculture in the Mediterranean basin currently

faces significant challenges which threaten its very existence. Not

only are there newly emerging difficult-to-control pests and

pathogens, but olive cultivation is simultaneously under scrutiny

towards replacing traditional crop protection methods with more

nature-positive crop management methods. These challenges do

not only affect the agricultural sector, but also start to touch other

economical branches such as the gastronomic tourism or

oleotourism, an emerging concept that start to gain importance in

regions heavily invested in olive agriculture such as the province of

Córdoba in Spain (Cava Jimenez et al., 2022). Notably, the entire

Mediterranean olive product supply chain faces the political and
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societal pressure to meet the biodiversity and conservation

compliance enforced with the European Union New Green Deal

and the United Nations Agenda 2030, whilst attempting to be able

to competitively provide premium quality produce in a growing

international market (Lombardo et al., 2022). Although the political

sustainability guidelines offered to olive growers are providing a

framework for the transition to new cultural practices, it is evident

that disruptive technical innovations for short- and mid-term

solutions are scarce. Recent advances in targeted precision endo-

therapy, advances in formulation technologies and alternative crop

protection products, are raising the hope for a solid portfolio of

olive crop management solutions which meet the sustainability

standards expected by the public and consumers. This review sets

the scene by summarizing emerging pathogens and pests for olive

trees, followed by highlighting recent innovations in precision

physical delivery of active ingredients, as well as formulation

technologies. Finally, an outlook of an integrated olive crop

protection management is provided, including remote sensing

and predictive science for timely applications, all to reduce the

environmental impact of olive cultivation.
Emerging pests and diseases of
olive trees

Emerging insect pests

Being inhabitant to ecological niches, olive trees are

exceptionally sensitive to altering pests and pathogen epidemics.

Bearing in mind the fact that especially the Mediterranean regions

are highly affected by climate-driven amplification of abiotic

stresses such as drought and heat, it becomes evident why olive

cultivation is highly vulnerable to sudden outbreaks of new diseases,

or prolonged exposure to herbivorous insect pests (Caselli and

Petacchi, 2021). Today, both insect pests, as well as fungal and

bacterial pathogens, pose a concurrent threat to olive growers in the

Mediterranean as well as on a global scale. Detrimental exogenous

effects triggered by climatic consequences are for instance well

documented for the key emerging olive insect pest Bactrocera oleae

(olive fruit fly), whose larvae feed on drupe pulp and cause massive

economical losses (Caselli and Petacchi, 2021). Several studies

reviewed in Caselli and Petacchi (2021) show the multifaceted

relationship of climate and weather, B. oleae parasitoids and

predators, as well as temperature-driven population dynamics of

the fruit flies, which render predictive pest modelling an arduous

task. Similarly, olive moths such as Prays oleae are also of growing

concern (Ait Mansour et al., 2017), as the gravity of pest attack

becomes difficult to foresee with the stronger climatic fluctuations,

especially in the coastal areas of Morocco. Other Lepidopteran pests

that are persistently advancing are Euzophera bigella (quince

month), which was noticed on Greek olive trees for the first time

in 2011 (Simoglou et al., 2012), and Palpita vitrealis (Jasmine moth,

Figure 1) to which especially younger olive trees in high-density

olive cultivation areas are vulnerable (Chaouche et al., 2019). Not

only Lepidopteran pests are on the rise, but also Diptera, especially
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Dasineura oleae (olive leaf gall midge). The feeding of D. oleae

larvae induces foliar gall formation, which affects the leaf physiology

and crop quality, up to defoliation phenotypes. Initially a minor

pest in olives, recent rises in outbreaks are rendering this insect a

significant threat (Tondini and Petacchi, 2019). Advances in

detection of D. oleae parasitoids are giving hope of means to

control D. oleae epidemics (Magagnoli et al., 2022), but the

economic impact of this pest is likely to grow significantly in the

coming years. Meanwhile these emerging pests are also competing

for food resources with well-established olive pests, such as the

black scale insect Saissetia oleae (Tena et al., 2007), which causes

stunting, defoliation, dieback, and lack of fruits. Notably, other

insects usually seen as secondary pests, such as Otiorhynchus

cribricollis, are also on the rise in specific areas such as Puglia

(field management team Invaio Sciences, Italy; personal

communication). Intensification of olive cultivation makes

mechanical control (e.g., wrapping olive stems with glass wool)

more difficult and favor pest outbreaks especially in younger olive

trees. Altogether, the threat these emerging pests constitute to olive

growers is considerably amplified by the fact that a growing number

of traditional foliar insect control active ingredients will not be

available in Mediterranean countries soon.
Emerging bacterial pathogens

Insects do also play a pivotal role in promoting established as

well as emerging microbial pathogens in olive trees. The insect-

transmitted gram-negative bacterium Xylella fastidiosa is the most

notorious microbial pathogen of olive trees in certain regions in the

Mediterranean today. Since its original identification as causal agent

for the Olive Quick Decline Syndrome (OQDS) in 2013, its

pernicious effect on olive horticulture is overwhelming (Trkulja

et al., 2022). In the Americas, the principal vector of X. fastidiosa is

the glassy-winged sharpshooter (Homalodisca vitripennis), an

invasive insect whose geographic expansion is favored by climatic
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changes. Species distribution modeling (SDM) studies were recently

conducted to generate risk models for future invasion scenarios of

this insect in the Mediterranean basin (Rossi and Rasplus, 2023).

There, the meadow spittlebug Philaenus spumarius acts as key

vector for X. fastidiosa; its higher prevalence in certain

Mediterranean regions has recently also been linked to

temperature increases (Farigoule et al., 2022). Xylella fastidiosa

has a broad host range as commensal and pathogen, with a

prevalence in over five hundred plant species, but its shift from a

completely commensal to a symptomatic lifestyle in some hosts is

not understood. Genetic analysis of both hosts and bacterial

subspecies start to shed light into this conundrum (Landa et al.,

2022), but recent multistrain genome comparisons of X. fastidiosa

also revealed previously unknown plasmids (Velasco-Amo et al.,

2022), and notably multiplex strains from the same sequence type

and the same host plant were shown to differ as well in plasmid

content and virulence traits (Román-Écija et al., 2022). The genetic

plasticity uncovered by these studies may not come as a surprise, as

X. fastidiosa as a xylem-limited bacteria requires an intricate genetic

toolset to be able to thrive in the harsh environment of plant

vascular systems with negative pressure, low oxygen and fluctuating

nutrient content. The perspectives of combatting X. fastidiosa in

olive trees are currently modest, given the fact that many traditional

bactericidal agrochemicals are not approved for olive cultivation or

lack the required systemicity to reach the target in planta.

Alternative treatments such as fertilizers or antibacterial minerals

as well as antimicrobial peptides (Baró et al., 2022) are either not

fully explored within existing field programs, or in the case of the

latter, still at early research and optimization stages (Morelli et al.,

2021; Catalano et al., 2022). Naturally, the endophytic lifestyle of the

bacterium limits the efficiency of foliar applications. Notably, the

surging incidence of another bacterial pathogen, the gram-negative

bacterium Pseudomonas savastanoi pv. savastanoi causing olive

knot disease must be mentioned (Kos ̌ćak et al., 2023). This

pathogen causes hyperplastic growth on olive stem and branches

which are often not diagnosed properly, thus underestimating its
FIGURE 1

(A) Typical foliar herbivory damage caused by the Jasmine moth Palpita vitrealis larvae in young olive plants. (B) Foliar damage caused by stage IV
aged Prays oleae (olive moth) larvae. (C) The phytophagous parasite Saissetia oleae (black scale) on an olive branch. Photos by V. Rocco de Michele.
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incidence and making it difficult to quantify the economic losses

caused by the bacterium. Although known since more than half a

century ago, and being a concern in fruit-producing nurseries

worldwide, P. savastanoi remains understudied mainly due to the

absence of a suitable model system and the complexity of knot-

limited life-style in woody tissues (Ramos et al., 2012). It remains

elusive which virulence factors P. savastanoi requires to infect

woody plants compared to herbaceous plants, and which

bacterial-derived signals are responsible for tumor growth.

Advances in microbiome sequencing technologies and insights

into olive xylem microbial communities (Anguita-Maeso et al.

2023) may also help to understand the role of bacterial consortia

present in olives in affecting P. savastanoi disease severity.
Emerging fungal pathogens

Limitations for efficient foliar applications can also be

anticipated for other vascular diseases including fungi. For

instance, the soil-born fungus Verticillium dahliae (Verticillium

wilt), a hemibiotrophic fungus that is persistent in soils and can

grow endophytic in xylem vessels of trees causing nutrient

deficiencies, yield reduction and even olive tree death (Montes-

Osuna et al., 2020). While V. dahliae is not a novel threat for olive

orchards, the pathogen also benefits from climatic changes and the

intensification of olive cultivation, such as high-density cultures and

artificial irrigation, significantly increasing the economic damage of

this fungus. For instance, Jiménez-Dıáz et al. (2012) showed a

correlation of promoted Verticillium wilt infection in high-

intensity olive orchards in Andalusia as these were often planted

in fields previously cropped with cotton, thus intensively irrigated

soils. Together with the fact that efficient strategies to reduce the

disease index or control the pathogen dispersal are scarce (López-

Moral et al., 2022), it can be assumed that olive growers are going to

face V. dahliae-caused issues more sharply in the future. Recent

biological studies start shedding light into the nutritional

imbalances upon V. dahliae infection in olives, where potassium

deficiency was found to increase the olive wilt disease progress

(López-Moral et al., 2022). This study is laying the foundation for

further much needed work to help generation integrated pest

management programs that may also include dedicated mineral

nutrient management. Similarly, recent trials with foliar and root

application phosphonate salt copper phosphite (CuPh), which

stimulates plant immunity and has antimicrobial properties, show

some potential in olive trees (López-Moral et al., 2022). Other

strategies for V. dahliae control currently being evaluated in olives

are the application of beneficial microbes including Aureobasidium

pullulans AP08 and Bacillus amyloliquefaciens PAB-024 (López-

Moral et al., 2022). Being a vascular pathogen, more targeted

alternatives of foliar or drench application of crop protection

products are naturally in the spotlight of Verticillium wilt

research. For instance, first studies in the early 2000’s showed

protective effects of injected fosetyl-Al and benomyl into young

“Nocelleara del Belice” olive trees (Mulè et al., 2002). Notably, both

active ingredients were applied with distinct formulations,

indicating adaptive protocols are required for optimal compound
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delivery. The search for alternative fungal control strategies is also

on the verge for Venturia oleaginea (olive leaf spot), a foliar

pathogen which is epidemic in most olive growing regions

(Buonaurio et al., 2023). Fungicide resistance, as well as the need

for so called eco-friendly solutions including the upcoming expiry of

copper products in organic farming in Europe in the near future, are

likely to raise the impact of V. oleaginea on olive tree cultivation.

The enhanced awareness of the above-mentioned diseases in olive

cultivation positively fuels current efforts in disease diagnostics

across olive orchards in the Mediterranean and on a global scale,

which is helping in overall readiness for possible newly emerging

diseases of relevance. For instance, the first appearance of the fungus

Pleurostoma richardsiae in olive trees in Spain was noted lately,

while analyzing trees initially diagnosed for V. dahliae symptoms

(Calvo-Peña et al., 2022). P. richardsiae causes twig and branch

dieback in olives, with extensive discoloration phenotypes starting

at the roots and extending into the trunk when opening the trees.

Other fungal species that were recently surprisingly detected on

olives areDematophora (ex Rosellinia) necatrix, and Emmia lacerate

(Fusco et al., 2022). These were identified in young olive trees

suffering lethal wilting in central Italy, while being diagnosed for X.

fastidiosa. Fusco et al. found bark rotting and xylem discoloration as

typical symptoms of D. necatrix, and infections occurred merely at

the stems buried during planting. The presence of E. lacerate,

normally a wood decaying fungus, has not been reported before

in olive trees. Although apparently growing symptomless in olives

(Fusco et al., 2022), the saprophytic fungus may have a biological

role in modifying natural decomposition processes in olive trees

which may affect other biotic stresses.

Altogether, olive orchards and their farmers are facing today

more than ever significant challenges in terms of biotic and abiotic

burdens as well as rising political pressure against traditional crop

protection methods. The olive industry as a whole is forced to

rapidly adjust towards enhanced sustainability measures across the

whole supply chain, hence innovative technologies are required that

provide the necessary agility and responsiveness. Aside the quest for

novel, more nature-friendly active ingredients, a bright spotlight

lays as well on the research of alternative biophysical delivery

methods. These technologies bear the potential to reduce the

consumption of water, the application rates of active ingredients,

and can offer advantages to products that are currently not suitable

for field applications due to issues in bioavailability. The following

sections summarize recent advances in both biological delivery

approaches using innovative formulation methods, as well as

progresses in endo-therapy utilizing precision delivery systems

into olive trees via injections into the vascular system.
Precision arboriculture using
innovative application and formulation
technologies: the next wave of olive
crop protection solutions?

Precision agriculture, that is the technology of accurate

applications of active ingredients both in terms of timing and
frontiersin.org
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localization, is notably an area of significant agricultural

innovations including in arboriculture. While precision farming

will undoubtedly play a pivotal role in the political and public

agenda of reducing the environmental impact of agriculture, both

technical as well as regulatory aspects are not harmonized to date

(Faupel et al., 2023). Nonetheless, significant advances in multiple

research fields are constantly advancing the portfolio of available

precision farming tools for arboriculture. This encompasses

optimized application methods using unmanned aerial vehicles

(UAVs) depositing active ingredients using highly adapted

formulations, as well as precision applications using controlled-

release formulations which improve targetability and efficacy of

active ingredients. Although UAVs are currently not considered in

olive orchards for spray applications, advances in application

assessments in other horticultural fields such as Nanguo pear

orchards are starting to build the technical foundation in terms of

nozzle and adjuvant selection (Guo et al., 2022). Similarly,

application studies for aerial spraying on pine trees are also

highlighting the requirement of nozzle selection for an optimal

droplet deposition on trees (Yao et al., 2022). While precise

deposition of active ingredients using UAVs in olive orchards

may become relevant only in the midterm, UAVs/drones are

routinely used for multispectral imaging of olive trees which can

for instance aid precise detection of the weed Ecballium elaterium

(Torres-Sánchez et al., 2023). In terms of precision farming in

horticulture, a trend is also the use of robotics for tree management

including precise monitoring of trunks. For instance, a recent study

applied deep learning algorithms to aid a robotic platform equipped

with a multisensory device to map and monitor trunks in forest and

ornamental settings (da Silva et al., 2022). Robotics can be expected

to impact precision horticulture beyond automated fruit collection

approaches towards holistic trunk management platforms also in

olive cultivation.

Precision farming can also be achieved by harnessing innovative

formulation technologies that improve targetability and efficacy of

active ingredients and ultimately result in reduced environmental

impact (Li et al., 2021). “Smart” drug delivery systems are an

integral part in various human medical fields such as cancer

therapies (Kalaydina et al., 2018), serving as inspiration of

“intelligent” crop protection products that may come with

advantages over classical agrochemical formulations. To name a

few, these range from lower toxicity to nontarget organisms,

increased stability and systemicity, slow-release properties for

longer lasting effects, rainfastness and UV protection. Although

not many commercial solutions are available to date, the

commercial viability of innovative smart release formulations is

demonstrated with the successful introduction of Seltima® by BASF

in China in 2016. This crop protection product which is targeted at

rice blast contains the fungicidal complex III inhibitor

pyraclostrobin (CAS 175013-18-0) within an innovative

microcapsule formulation. This formulation is releasing the active

ingredient upon drying of the microcapsules on the leaf surface

(Sampathkumar et al., 2020). Microcapsules falling into the water of

the rice paddies remain intact and sink into the bottom mud, where

the active ingredient is degraded by microbes, hence significantly

minimizing aquatic tox. To date, fundamental scientific knowledge
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encapsulated in various carriers is available (Li et al., 2021).

Carriers range from polymers, lipids, clay, metals, and

nanocomposite materials, and may also be combined to reach the

desired physicochemical features. For instance, encapsulation of the

anthelmintic and insecticidal natural product avermectin in

cellulose-zein conjugates yielded in a higher UV resistance, better

foliar spread and enhanced biological efficacy (Chen et al., 2020).

Similarly, recent work by Graily Moradi et al. (2019) on co-

encapsulating the insecticides imidacloprid and l-cyhalothrin in

liposomes coated with chitosan show beneficial effects of lipid-

based controlled release formulations in Myzus persicae bioassays.

In some instances, the carrier of nanoformulations itself may play a

valid role in antimicrobial activity, as recently shown by Schiavi

et al., 2022. Cellulose crystals obtained from waste of olive pruning

were shown to inhibit growth of P. savastanoi, and are proposed as

possible nanocarriers for additional active ingredients for the

treatment of olive trees (Schiavi et al., 2022). Altogether, it is

evident that advances in controlled-release formulation

technologies have the potential to boost the transition towards

more nature-friendly crop protection practices as well in olive trees.

This may especially be relevant in the light of repurposing natural

products or new modalities such as antimicrobial peptides for the

control of emerging olive pathogens and pests.
Endo-therapy in olives: precision
agriculture using physical
trunk delivery

A particularly intricate precision agriculture method for

horticulture consists of directly delivering active ingredients into

the plant vascular system by physical injections, or tree endo-

therapy. Trunk injections provide significant advances compared

to passive delivery mechanisms using soil drench or trunk spray

applications for trees (Zamora and Escobar, 2000). For instance, soil

drenches are known to be less efficient, less targeted, more impactful

for the environment, as well as less rapid in terms of systemic

compound distribution as opposed to trunk injections.

Traditionally practiced in high-value ornamental plants,

fundamental knowledge on commercial trunk injections does

exist on both monocot and dicot plants, as well as with manifold

injection methods (drill-based, drill-free, with or without pressure)

(Archer et al., 2022a). A variety of commercially available trunk

injection devices are currently sold, such as solutions from Chemjet

(Kerrville, TX, USA), Mauget (Arcadia, CA, USA), Rainbow

Ecoscience (Minnetonka, MN, USA), to name a few. The four

main categories of injection methods come along each with their

advantages and disadvantages, depending also on the crop and

active ingredient being applied (Berger and Laurent, 2019; Archer

et al., 2022a). For instance, compared to non-drill methods, drill-

based devices come with obvious advantages of faster delivery and

uptake as they allow the active ingredient to be in contact with a

larger xylem area. On the same time, tree damage and wound

responses are significantly stronger than with non-drill methods.
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Comparing low/no pressure devices versus high pressure injections,

obvious advantages of higher pressure are reduced application time

and larger volumes of active ingredients being administered,

whereas low/no pressure devices are known to have less risk of

phytotoxic responses as well as lower chances of triggering harmful

vessel cavitations (Berger and Laurent, 2019).

Endo-therapy today is commonly used to fight trunk residing

diseases and pests as the treatment is directly delivered in the target

tissue. Furthermore, this delivery system is also an applicable

alternative to conventional foliar spray applications in areas

where reduced risk exposure is critical, such as urban public

areas. Early extensive tree injection scientific studies go back to

the early 20th century, where metal and salt solutions were

benchmarked for the control of chestnut blight canker (Rumbold,

1920). In the past 5 years, a significant increase in research papers

investigating trunk injections could be observed, not to a surprise

correlated with emerging devastating vascular tree diseases that

start to negatively impact entire arboricultural business sectors. For

instance, Huanglongbing (HLB) disease or citrus greening caused

by the phloem-limited gram-negative bacterium Candidatus

Liberibacter asiaticus is inflicting accumulated economic losses

over 4.5 billion USD to the Florida citrus business since its

emergence in 2005 (Blaustein et al., 2018). Several recent studies

investigating the application of systemic antibiotics for the control

of HLB using trunk injections in citrus show promising results in

terms of disease management (Archer et al., 2022b; Vincent et al.,

2022) and demonstrate field efficacy of precision delivery using
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endo-therapy. These studies also underline the advantages of endo-

therapy for cropped trees in terms of sustainability over foliar

applications, namely the reduction of required amount of active

ingredient, the precision to reach the target disease, and the reduced

water consumption as well as unwanted compound drifts. First data

on olive tree injection dates from the early 90s, where the uptake

and distribution of systemic reporter dyes upon low pressure

injection was assessed (Navarro et al., 1992). Similar studies

evaluated the injection of ferrous sulfate into olives in order to

mitigate iron chlorosis, which is a major issue in olive trees grown in

calcareous and alkaline soils (Fernaıńdez-Escobar et al., 1993).

Treatments in both olives and as well peach trees reduced iron

chlorosis symptoms, suggesting an efficient iron application across

the two different species using the same injection method and the

potential of using trunk injections to combat nutrient deficiencies.

Recent work in olive trees shows promising effects of endo-therapy

as well in olive cultivation and in the frame of managing X.

fastidiosa . Injection of the zinc and copper-containing

micronutrient fertilizer Dentamet® using innovative endo-therapy

with a next generation injection device (Figure 2) led to a reduction

of X. fastidiosa biochemical disease markers (Girelli et al., 2022).

This micronutrient-based product was also demonstrated to exert

anti X. fastidiosa properties in vitro at a concentration of 1%

(Scortichini et al., 2021). Despite being one of the most

devastating and rampant trunk-residing diseases and heavily

negatively impacting olive production and the cultural heritage

and landscape of Apulia (Italy), an efficient solution to control
FIGURE 2

Schematic drawing of the injection head of Invaio Science’s endo-therapy system in context of a tree vascular injection. The drawing is not at scale.
The Invaio delivery system (patent pending) specifically infuses an active ingredient (AI) payload into the sapwood, not affecting the heartwood. The
adapted design removes the need to drill a whole and to trigger collateral tissue damage that may negatively affect tree health.
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X. fastidiosa has not been found yet. The in vitro biological efficacy

of metal-based micronutrients does raise the hope for sustainable

means of combatting X. fastidiosa, but more research is needed to

provide olive growers much needed knowledge especially in terms

of mid-term and long-term disease management, including

controlling the disease vectors today and in the future.

Aside from the clear benefits and promises of endo-therapy in

olives, one of its prevailing challenges, especially in anatomically

complex woody plants like O. europeae, is the even distribution of

active ingredients. Trunk injection is a multifaceted process that

touches on many different science fields, and although

commercially performed for decades in ornamental trees, the

scientific community only starts to grasp the entire complexity of

the mechanisms (Archer et al., 2022a). Endo-therapy functions

within a physiological orchestra of physical, chemical, and

biological laws. This is going as far as noting that for a successful

precision application using endo-therapy, the “cooperation” of

target trees within a given environment is required. Both biotic

and abiotic factors need to be considered to understand the

distribution of active ingredients and to achieve a successful

endo-therapy. Naturally, wood anatomy is a major factor, aside

water hydraulics and compartmentalization of decay in given trees

(Archer et al., 2022a). Equally importantly, the physicochemical

properties of active ingredients, such water solubility, lipophilicity,

physiological charge, molecular weight and so one is to be

considered in the process of product selection to optimize post-

injection absorption and distribution within a tree. Hence, classical

agrochemical formulations used for foliar applications may be not

suitable or even detrimental for endo-therapy. For example, a study

on injecting poorly soluble insecticides or nematicides such as

emamectin benzoate in Asian long-horned beetle (ALB)-infested
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willows highlighted the need of optimal formulations to increase

distribution and efficacy (Wang et al., 2020). In some cases,

formulation optimization is also required to increase product

stability at different temperatures relevant during prolonged

agricultural practices during an injection application. Moreover,

as in many cases not only a single compound, but mixtures are

injected, the compatibility and interaction of active ingredient pairs

need to be considered. For instance, Dal Maso et al. (2017)

performed an isobolographic analysis of potassium phosphite

combined with micronutrients for the control of Phytophthora

cinnamomi in chestnut using trunk injection. This study

corroborates the need for adapted trunk injection formulations

that enhance the biological efficacy of injected active ingredients.

The above-mentioned scientific questions and challenges

around endo-therapy of course also hold true in the case of olive

cultivation. The scientific community is only starting to gain a

better understanding of olive tree phenology upon endo-therapy,

with recent and ongoing research endeavors aiming to elucidate

plant responses to vascular injections (Girelli et al., 2022). Across

these studies, a prevailing significant challenge is the in planta

tracking of active ingredients, to monitor the speed and pattern of

translocation in the different plant tissues. Injecting synthetic dyes

in trees is a prevalent way of assessing vascular biokinetics in trees

(Principles and Risks of Trunk Injection for Delivery of Crop

Protection Materials, 2021), and this approach is also effective in

olive trees (Navarro et al., 1992). For instance, the systemic food dye

erioglaucin disodium salt (CAS 3844-45-9) was found to move

systemically through the plant when injected into 30 years old

Leccino olive trees using Invaio Sciences proprietary targeted

infusion (Figures 3A–E). Distribution of the injected active

ingredient occurs above and below in the injection and following
FIGURE 3

Tracking of systemic active ingredient movement in mature olive trees under field conditions. Erioglaucin disodium salt (CAS 3844-45-9) was
injected into a 30 years old Leccino olive tree. A precise distribution within the sapwood could be observed, following an acropetal route to the
foliage along the vascular system (A). A radial distribution from the injection point was observed in different trunk shapes (B, C). Long distance
movement across the mature tree was demonstrated with the finding of coloured petioles (D) and fruits (E), the latter being stained 24 hours
post injection.
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a rapid vertical distribution along the sapwood tissues of the entire

tree already at 6 days post injection (Figure 3A), with a limited

radial distribution (Figures 3B, C). Notably, at 24h post injection,

the first fruits containing the marker dye were observed (Figure 3E).

Similarly, petioles of young shoots on the top of the canopy also

contained erioglaucin disodium salt, demonstrating a long-distance

systemic delivery of the active ingredient in olive trees via endo-

therapy (Figure 3D). Nonetheless, for all different types of injection

methods, the complexity of the uttermost even distribution of active

ingredients across the whole tree tissue remains a challenge. Early

work by Navarro et al. (1992) describes for instance effect of

numbers of injection sites, and depth of hole drilled for the low

pressure injection, on the overall systemicity of injected active

ingredients. Successful endo-therapy relies on a functional sap

flow highway, which is influenced by trunk anatomical

complexity, physicochemical properties of active ingredients,

plant physiology and abiotic as well as biotic factors. As olive

trees are pillars within an intricate ecological network reaching from

soil microbiomes to meteorological phenomena and carbon

sequestration cycles, so are the manipulations of tree vascular

biokinetics via endo-therapy dependent on a multitude of

external factors. Moreover, compared to other tree crops such as

citrus or apple, the fundament of many Mediterranean olive

cultivation areas are ancient trees bearing a more complex trunk

architecture. These aged trees feature a higher degree of

compartmentalization by sections of aged and decayed tissue,

making endo-therapy in olives a more entangled task. For

instance, innovative tree measurement studies from the past have

started to lay a foundation of knowledge, such as electrical resistivity

data from old versus young olive trees (Al Hagrey, 2006). Thereby,

the high resistivity values and therefore more optimal sap flow

measured in older trees were hypothesized to be directly linked to

harder dry heartwood and cavities in central axes. Younger trees

were found to have asymmetric patterns in resistivity, which were

correlating with sun and wind directions. Obviously, due to the

large differences in trunk anatomy of woody plants (Büntgen et al.,

2014), it is an arduous task to transfer endo-therapy knowledge

from one tree species to another. For instance, bark tissue or xylem

vessel diameter are significantly distinct between olives and citrus.

Comparative scientific data elaborating biokinetic differences of

molecules across multiple tree species is lacking, and understanding

vascular biology of olive trees is in its infancy. Lopez-Bernal et al.

(2010) applied a compensation heat pulse method to quantify sap

flow and transpiration in olive trees, together with anatomical

characterization of xylem tissues, upon exposure of olive trees to

different irrigation regimes. They observed an impact of xylem

growth and sap flow ratio (nocturnal/diurnal) in deficit-irrigated

olives, but no difference in xylem anatomy. Deeper knowledge of

the olive vascular system arises from X. fastidiosa detection studies

using FISH (Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization) probes in petioles

and branches (Cardinale et al., 2018). Irregular distribution of X.

fastidiosa within the xylem vessels were detected, as well as signs of

horizontal movement of the pathogen, suggesting a complex

intercellular network. A more recent study elucidated the

sensitivity of a X. fastidiosa susceptible and resistant olive cultivar

towards xylem cavitation (Sabella et al., 2019). Interestingly, the
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susceptible one, suggesting the presence of more efficient vascular

refilling mechanisms in response to the pathogen-triggered loss of

hydraulic conductivity. Moreover, a higher number of smaller

diameter xylem vessels was observed in cross sections of the

resistant cultivar (Sabella et al., 2019), presumably limiting the

systemic spread of X. fastidiosa compared to the susceptible cultivar

with wider xylem vessels.

Additional scientific advances are required to fully understand

the biological, chemical, and physical laws orchestrating tree endo-

therapy. This comprises advanced insights into the anatomy and

biology of olive vascular systems, as well as the behavior of specific

active ingredients in the context of vascular transport highways

within olives. For olives in particular, but also other crops,

significant gaps in both aspects need to be addressed in order to

fully harness the potential of endo-therapy. From the farmers point

view, a successful endo-therapy relies on the choice of the most

efficient device and when to use it with which product. Aside the

most common pressured injection system, alternatives such as a

drill-free methods of pressure-free infusion are evaluated in some

trees such as the English oak Quercus robur (Montecchio, 2013).

This system uses a specifically designed blade that is claimed to lead

to a Venturi effect by separating woody fibers while reducing

cross sections of the vessels, thus increasing sap velocity. This

work, amongst other ongoing academic and industrial efforts,

shows the available innovation space in the technology of tree

endo-therapy. With a promising fundament of emerging research

concepts, endo-therapy has all the attributes to provide olive

growers the much-needed innovation to adapt to current

challenges in olive horticulture.
Sustainable integrated pathogen and
pest management in future olive
orchards: an outlook

Olive orchards are deep-rooted in the scenery of agricultural

regions in the Mediterranean basin, and they have formed over

many centuries the now so typical landscapes associated with the

cultural and agricultural wealth of Mediterranean countries.

Mediterranean olive growers today are facing dynamic

commercial challenges triggered by climate change, pathogen and

pest shifts, declining workforce, and competition with high-density

olive cultivations in the global market to name a few. Looking at the

past two decades, olive production from the Mediterranean basin

underwent an upward trend, although fluctuations due to biennial

or alternative fruit bearings are apparent (Fraga et al., 2020), thus

there is an evident growth potential. With sustainability and

reduced environmental impact in the socioeconomic agenda of

many Mediterranean countries, modernization of olive cultivation

is an inevitable requisite to maintain high standards of olive

production and to fuel agroeconomic growth. Notably,

modernization of fruit orchard cultivation is currently a dynamic

research field with academic and industrial collaborations between

diverse branches of science from agronomy to engineering, and
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despite being not in the very spotlight, olive cultivation is starting to

benefit from the achievements in other fruit crops such as apple

cultivation. The “orchard of the future” concept has been described

recently by partners from the Washington State Department of

Agriculture, the Dutch government, and universities from

California and the Netherlands (Technology solutions for future

proofing fruit cultivation, 2021) as umbrella to combine

technologies for a more efficient, smart, and sustainable fruit

cultivation toolbox. This toolbox may soon enable a truly

integrated pest management system (IPM) in orchards, thus a

thoughtfully combined approach of biological, chemical, physical,

and cultural management strategies with a focus on minimizing

risks on human health and environmental impact.

Olive orchards of the future may also readily embrace aspects of

combinations of intelligent fruit farming innovations from other

crops (Figure 4). These innovations are likely going to be pivotal in

preserving the heritage of olive cultivation in some Mediterranean

regions heavily affected by X. fastidiosa, as cutting down infected

olive trees and replacing them with more tolerant varieties such as

Leccino or Favolosa is not a sustainable solution to perpetuate olive

cultivation on a long term. Automated tree and soil health

assessments may provide the fundament to be merged with

technologies addressing disease diagnostics and control, weather

predictions, remote sensing, next generation pathogen vector

control, innovative precision applications and a smart data

management system that offers the growers an edge in data-

driven decision making. For instance, soil health monitoring in

almond orchards in the region of Lleida (Catalonia, Spain) using
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galvanic soil sensors have shown to be useful in detecting soil

constraints within orchards affected by previous parcelling

(Uribeetxebarria et al., 2018). Such automated soil mapping,

when combined with ad hoc soil sampling for sensor calibration,

are providing important soil data including physical properties,

macro- and micronutrients and complex data models such as planta

available water in olive orchards as well. Aside soil and tree health,

timely and automated disease and pest detection will play a pivotal

part in the olive orchard of the future. For example, promising

results of early detection of Xylella fastidiosa using UVmultispectral

imaging was recently generated in a study conducted in Apulia

(Castrignanò et al., 2020). Although it may be challenging to

distinguish pathogen-triggered symptoms from abiotic stress in

some cases, if combined with advanced deep learning algorithms

UAV-produced imaging data does have the potential to aide

detection and classification of olive foliar diseases (Ksibi et al.,

2022). Concomitant application of climate models to disease and

pest forecasts will likely also be an important aspect in the olive

orchard of the future. Being inhabitant to ecological niches with

narrow climatic buffers, timely responding to climatic stress is

crucial in olive orchards (Fraga et al., 2020). Profound

understanding of weather conditions is also influencing vector

control and precision application strategies. Another highly

promising technology supporting olive growers is remote sensing,

that is the collection of agricultural information without direct

interaction with the specific trees or locations. Remote sensing has a

solid history within olive orchard management and is feeding since

the early 2000´s into on-farm mapping of data used for pruning,
FIGURE 4

Proposed olive cultivation in the context of orchards of the future. With tree health in the centre, olive cultivation may be efficiently managed with a
combination of innovations ranging from automated soil mapping, disease diagnostics and alternative control methods, climate forecasting, remote
sensing of biophysical parameters, thoughtful vector control and precision applications using controlled release formulations and endo-therapy.
These technologies may be managed in real time by growers using smart data systems. Created with BioRender.com.
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fertilization, irrigation and harvesting to name a few (Messina and

Modica, 2022). A variety of studies on remote sensing performed by

either satellites, aircrafts or UAVs are providing an excellent

foundation to understand the potential and limitations of this

technology in olive orchards. Detection and phenotyping of

biophysical parameters is a well progressed area, and various

algorithms to calculate different vegetation indexes in olives are

established (Messina and Modica, 2022). Recent technical advances

in image accuracy (spatial, temporal, spectral) are certainly pushing

this technology further for an efficient use in orchards of the future.

Even though the potential of remote sensing for olive orchards is

apparent, the full commercial utilization is hindered due to absence

of standards in data collection and processing, and the synergized

dissemination and application of remote sensing data across the

fragmented olive cultivation areas from traditional and marginal to

high-density intensive olive growing farms.

Within an IPM system that can be envisaged for the olive orchard

of the future, next generation vector control is likely going to play an

important role towards more sustainability in olive farming. The

example of X. fastidiosa epidemiology corroborates that only a

thoughtful combination of different vector controlling strategies may

be successful, due to the biological complexity of the insect hosts. For

instance, foliar insecticidal sprays or insecticide trunk injections can be

used to control one or multiple hosts, but may rapidly promote

resistance, thus alternative methods are required. In ornamental

sweet olive trees Osmanthus fragrans, the injection of several

insecticides using a now-pressure device was addressed in terms of

uptake and biological efficacy against the nettle caterpillar Latoia lepida

(Huang et al., 2016). Thereby, it was found that emamectin benzoate

had a slower uptake and distribution in the sweet olive trees compared

to imidacloprid and abamectin, but the overall had a longer duration

and higher potency of insecticidal activity. These results are

encouraging in terms of the potential of using insecticide injections

in olives, but also leave the question open whether the spread of

microbial diseases transmitted by the insects can be contained.

Interestingly, recent studies point out the possibility of habitat

manipulation to control Philaneus spumaris management (Morente

et al., 2022). Thereby, utilizing Anthricus cerefolium plants as ground

cover may help to reduce P. spumaris populations, as these plants

promote oviposition but are detrimental to the first nymphal instars.

Precision delivery of insecticidal active ingredients via trunk endo-

therapy into olive trees does offer an additional promising vector

control method that would massively reduce the volume of applied

crop protection products. Exact numbers are depending on specific

products, crops, and application methods, but historic studies of foliar

applications estimate in general a 99.9% loss of pesticides into the

environment with less than 0.1% of active ingredients actually coming

in contact with the target pests (Pimentel, 1995). Whilst injection of

insect-controlling active ingredients into olives may even result in

repelling effects that would significantly interfere with uptake and

transmission of bacterial diseases, it is noteworthy that the successful

transmission ofX. fastidiosa by spittlebugs requires only a fewminutes,

thus may happen rapidly even in the presence of a repellent (Cornara
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et al., 2020). Finally, X. fastidiosa vectors can thrive on many other

plant hosts present in proximity to olive trees, thus generating a free-

choice situation that may significantly impact the efficacy of

insecticides (Lago et al., 2022). With this in mind, targeted delivery

of crop protection products using innovative endo-therapy can play an

important part in IPMof olive orchards. Itmay allow a both preventive

as well as curative solution that can act synergistically within other IPM

methods, while clearly following sustainability guidelines by

significantly reducing environmental risks.

Altogether, the future of olive cultivation looks bright with

contemporary innovations in precision delivery technologies,

remote sensing, and progress in digital tools. Combining all these

with a smart data system will allow for more efficient and effective

pest and disease management, resulting in healthier and more

productive and profitable olive orchards. The integration of the

above-mentioned technologies into olive arboriculture is critical to

achieving sustainable IPM, which aims to reduce the overall use of

traditional synthetic pesticides whilst effectively managing pests and

diseases. This integrated approach shall lead to healthier and more

productive olive orchards, ensuring a competitive and sustainable

future for olive cultivation in the Mediterranean basin.
Summary

Aside the substantial challenges olive farmers are facing, olive

cultivation is also an exciting research field that is on the forefront

of cutting-edge agricultural innovations from precision endo-

therapy to remote sensing. The new waves of technologies will

undoubtedly be fuelling the reinforcement of Mediterranean olive

sector and support its further growth. Nonetheless, olive research

would benefit from prioritization and a focus on synergism between

the public and private sectors, as well as collaborative efforts in

between the fragmented olive growing regions. With all the clear

limitations of olive cultivation modernization, such as difficulties of

mechanization, new innovative tools such as precision endo-

therapy are going to give olive farmers relevant solutions to

combat biotic and abiotic stresses. Endo-therapy was shown to

reach systemic tissues of mature olive trees while using a limited

volume of injected ingredients This highlights new opportunities in

treating vascular and foliar diseases and pests, as well as efficient

administration of micronutrients and biostimulants for general tree

health, whilst significantly reducing off-target environmental

impact. Combined with other innovations and embedded within

a smart data umbrella, endo-therapy bears disruptive potential for

olive orchards, which can be a pioneering example of integrated

pest management in arboriculture in general.
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